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Abstract

Assistance dogs aid people with various impairments on a daily basis. To become an assis-

tance dog, a strict selection procedure and intensive training period must be successfully

completed. Consequently, not every dog acquired for this purpose, becomes an assistance

dog. The purpose of this study was to investigate reasons for failure and the financial conse-

quences thereof for assistance dog associations that do not have a dedicated breeding pro-

gram for their dogs. Data were collected for a total of 537 dogs enlisted between 2001 and

2015 and purchased out of the general dog population by five Belgian assistance dog asso-

ciations. Only 60 percent of the dogs actually became an assistance dog and the main rea-

sons for failure were related to undesirable behavioural characteristics and orthopaedic

disorders. The estimated average financial loss per rejected dog was found to be 10524

euro. A detailed comparison of the two most popular breeds (Golden Retriever and Labrador

Retriever) within the guide dogs and mobility assistance dogs revealed no significant differ-

ence in probability of successfully completing the training. However, a comparison of ortho-

paedic screening methods revealed a higher rejection with computed tomography for elbow

dysplasia and laxity-based radiographical techniques for hip dysplasia compared to radiog-

raphy and the standard ventrodorsal hip extend radiograph alone, respectively. Based on

these results, we provide several suggestions to increase the probability of success.

Introduction

Assistance dogs are defined as dogs trained to perform tasks for an individual with a disability.

[1] All over the world these dogs aid people with various impairments. One example of assis-

tance dogs are the guide dogs (GD) that aid blind or visually impaired handlers during daily

activities (e.g. by avoiding obstacles). While GDs are generally well known, they represent only

one of the five different subtypes of assistance dogs discussed here.[2] Mobility assistance dogs
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(MAD) provide practical support to people with mobility impairments by performing tasks

like opening doors, retrieving objects that are out of their handlers reach and turning on lights.

Hearing dogs aid their hearing impaired or deaf handlers by drawing their handlers’ attention

with physical contact upon the occurrence of specific sounds and/or leading them towards the

source of the sound. Seizure alerting–and response dogs are trained to alert the handler before

the onset of, for example, epileptic seizures or hypoglycaemia or react by warning somebody if

a seizure is going on. Autism assistance dogs support children with autism spectrum disorder.

Given the wide spectrum of assistance these dogs offer, it is clear that the characteristics of

these dogs and the training programs they follow, can differ substantially.[1–3]

Whereas their primary task is to perform according to their specific training, the beneficial

effects of these dogs extend much further. They improve the independence of the owner and

facilitate social interactions with other people, both leading to enhanced mental and physical

well-being.[1,4–7] Additionally, these dogs help to provide a sense of safety, increase the own-

er’s feelings of competence and offer companionship.[8]

Irrespective of their goal, becoming an assistance dog requires successfully passing a strict

selection procedure and an intensive training period. Consequently, many dogs are dropped

from the program before being paired with a disabled person. Reasons for failure of dogs are

diverse, but often seem to be related to behavioural and orthopaedic phenotypes.[9–12] Most

of these studies are based on large assistance dogs associations (ADA) in the United Kingdom

and the USA. Frequently, these ADA produce their own puppies in large breeding programs.

While breeding programs dedicated to produce assistance dogs optimally suited for the job

have been shown to be highly successful, worldwide several, usually smaller, ADA do not have

these breeding programs. These organizations usually have to rely on the general dog popula-

tion to obtain their dogs. To the authors knowledge, literature on these small ADA is lacking

however and as such, the knowledge on the reasons for failure, the financial impact and the

phases in which these dogs are rejected, is limited.

To fill this gap, we investigated a large group of assistance dogs in Belgium, originating

from the general dog population instead of a dedicated breeding program. This research

focused on the timing and reasons for rejection, the financial consequences thereof, and the

methodology of medical and behavioural screening. Furthermore, we compared the success

rates within the two largest groups, i.e. the GD and MAD for the two most common assistance

dog breeds (Golden Retriever (GR) and Labrador Retriever (LR)). Based on the results of this

study, we provide several suggestions to decrease the number of rejections.

Methods and materials

Study design

A retrospective cross-sectional study was performed to collect information on ADA opera-

tional aspects and individual dogs.

ADA operational aspects

A questionnaire was designed to obtain information on dogs that are purchased and trained to

become assistance dogs in Belgium. A first part of the questionnaire focussed on general char-

acteristics of the different ADA. General information included the type(s) of assistance dogs

trained by the association, average purchase price of a puppy, and the duration and estimated

cumulative cost after each of the three different life phases (host family, orthopaedic screening,

training). ADA were asked whether they routinely performed screening for medical and/or

behavioural traits and, if this was the case, which methodology was used, the age at which

screening is performed and which criteria are used when deciding on the suitability of the dog.
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Individual dog information

To allow an overview of the reasons for failure up until the end of the training phase, data were

collected on all individual dogs born between 2001 and 2015. The data collected include gen-

eral demographic variables (date of birth, gender, breed), intended function as assistance dog,

the applied screening methods, reasons for rejection of the dog and the timing of when this

occurred. Reasons for rejection were grouped in general categories (orthopaedic, internal

medicine related diseases, behavioural, neurological, dermatological and the remaining so-

called other reasons). ADA were asked to give specific details about the reason for rejection for

the orthopaedic and behavioural categories. For orthopaedic reasons, the focus was on elbow

dysplasia (ED) and hip dysplasia (HD). In case of a behavioural reason, more details were

requested in an open-ended question: “which behavioural issues led to rejection of the dog?”.

The information was processed using an inductive thematic analysis, as described in the step-

by-step guide by Braun and Clarke.[13] Based on the responses, the following categories of

behavioural reasons for drop out were created in the thematic analysis: insecure/anxious,

aggression, excitation, motivational issue or prey drive. In case an answer was not relevant to

the question, the answer was categorized as invalid.

An overview of the questionnaire is provided in S1 Data.

Statistics

The statistical analysis can be divided in two major parts. Firstly, descriptive statistics (number

of dogs and relative proportions) on reasons for rejection, timing of the rejection (i.e. in which

life phase) and the accompanied financial losses were calculated for the entire population. The

calculation of the estimated overall financial loss was based on the weighted contribution of

each rejection phase and the associated costs for that phase. In a second part, the aim was to

compare the overall success rate (dependent variable) between the two most commonly used

breeds (the LR and the GR), followed by a more in-depth direct comparison of the two most

common reasons for rejection. This comparison was performed with generalized mixed mod-

els with breed as fixed effect and ADA as random effect. Finally, a generalized mixed model

was used to compare the probability of success (dependent variable) for different screening

methods used for orthopaedic disorders (fixed effect; ED: computed tomography (CT) or

radiographs; HD: standard hip-extended ventrodorsal (VD) or laxity radiographs) with ADA

as random effect. Significance of the fixed effects was each time evaluated with Wald tests and

set at α�0.05. All analyses were performed in R version 3.3.2.

Results

This retrospective cross-sectional study contains two parts: a general overview of the character-

istics of the participating ADA, obtained with a questionnaire, followed by a detailed evalua-

tion of the dogs.

ADA operational aspects

A total of five Belgian organisations participated in this study. These are relatively small ADA

without a breeding program to provide puppies. As a consequence, puppies are purchased

from individual dog breeders without a pre-existing purpose to become assistance dog. Two

out of these five organisations mainly trained GDs, two others MADs and one trained small

amounts of MADs, hearing dogs, seizure alert dogs and autism assistance dogs. Prior to acqui-

sition, puppies were routinely subjected to a behaviour test. Three ADA provided details of

their test: they were variations of the Campbell puppy selection test, but the execution and
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scoring criteria differed between ADA.[14] Irrespective of the purpose of the dog, all organisa-

tions followed the same sequence of phases: host family, orthopaedic screening and training

with the duration of the different life phases being similar between the different associations.

In more detail, the host family phase lasted from eight weeks until 18 months, with one excep-

tion where this phase ended at the age of ten months. Most of the dogs were screened for

orthopaedic disorders at the age of 12 months. Behavioural screening was, in general, not per-

formed at predetermined ages but rather continuously. The final phase, which is the training

phase, took five to ten months and it was at the end of this period that a fully trained dog was

paired with a disabled person.

An overview of the estimated cumulative cost in each phase is provided in Fig 1. The aver-

age purchase price of a puppy depended on the breed and whether the dog had a pedigree or

not. For example, GR and LR puppies with a pedigree (range 1100 to 1300 euro) were on aver-

age 600 euro more expensive than dogs without a pedigree (range 500 to 700 euro). The aver-

age estimated cost until the end of the host family phase was 3625 euro (range 3500 to 4000

euro), while at the end of the orthopaedic screening the average estimated cost was 4109 euro

(range 3984 to 4848 euro). After the training phase, the total cost for a completely trained dog

had risen to on average 21710 euro (range from 17500 to 30000 euro). At this stage, the dog

had a mean age of 21 months (range from 18 to 24 months).

Individual dog information

In total, data on 537 dogs were collected. In this population, GDs (234 dogs, 44 percent) and

MADs (287 dogs, 53 percent) were represented most, followed by hearing dogs (5 dogs, 1 per-

cent), autism dogs (6 dogs, 1 percent) and seizure alerting–and response dogs (5 dogs, 1 per-

cent). The majority of the dogs were Golden Retrievers (GR) (249 dogs, 46 percent) and

Labrador Retrievers (LR) (179 dogs, 33 percent). However, several other breeds were used as

well, albeit far less frequent (109 dogs of 21 different breeds, 21 percent, S1 Table).

From these 537 dogs, 92 percent (n = 495) remained at the end of the phase with the host

family, while after the orthopaedic screening phase, this decreased to 75 percent (n = 403) and

at the end of the training phase, only 60 percent of the originally enlisted dogs (n = 324) actu-

ally became assistance dogs. Combining these results with the estimated cost per phase, the

average financial loss for a rejected dog was 10524 euro.

Reasons for rejection were grouped in general categories. Eighteen percent of the dogs

(n = 99/537) were rejected for orthopaedic disorders and 17 percent (n = 93/537) for undesir-

able behavioural characteristics. Less reported reasons for rejection were neurological and der-

matological disorders (both 0.6 percent, n = 3/537), disorders related to internal medicine (1.1

percent, n = 6/537) and the so-called other reasons (e.g. car accidents; 3 percent, n = 16/537).

Seven dogs were rejected for more than one reason (in four dogs the combination of an ortho-

paedic disorder and a behavioural problem was reported, in two dogs the combination of a

dermatological disorder with a behavioural problem and the last dog was rejected for the com-

bination of an orthopaedic–and neurological disorder). In total, this leads to 213 rejected dogs,

corresponding to 40 percent of the entire population.

A more detailed evaluation of each phase showed that at the end of the host family phase

and during the training phase, most dogs were rejected for behavioural issues, whereas, as

expected, the peak rejections due to orthopaedic disorders were during the screening phase

(Fig 1). An overview of the orthopaedic screening methods is provided in S2 Data.

Within the group of 99 dogs rejected for orthopaedic disorders, HD was most frequently

reported as (one of the) reason(s) for rejection (65 percent, n = 64/99), followed by ED (39 per-

cent, n = 39/99). Importantly, fifteen percent of the dogs rejected for orthopaedic problems
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Fig 1. Reason for rejection, number of dogs rejected and estimated cumulative cost per phase. orth: orthopaedic, neu:

neurological, int: internal medicine related diseases, derm: dermatological, beh: behaviour, oth: other reasons.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0218339.g001
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were diagnosed with both HD and ED (n = 15/99). Other reasons for rejection were diverse

and include tarsus OCD, shoulder OCD, cranial cruciate ligament rupture and fractures (11

percent, n = 11/99).

Overall, 17 percent of the dogs (n = 93/537) were rejected for undesirable behavioural char-

acteristics. Sufficient details for a thematic analysis about why the dog was considered to

behave undesirably were available for 73 dogs. There were 63 dogs for which one behavioural

reason category was given for their rejection, while two categories were reported for the

remaining ten dogs. The most common behavioural reason for rejection was when the dog

was found to be insecure and/or anxious, with 41 out of 73 dogs (56 percent) showing this

problem. Other issues were aggression to other dogs or humans (22 percent, n = 16/63), excita-

tion (11 percent, n = 8/63), motivational issues (7 percent, n = 5/63), and prey drive (4 percent,

n = 3/63).

Subpopulation of LR and GR within GD’s and MAD’s

The second phase of the statistical analysis examined the two most popular breeds (GR and

LR) within the two most trained types of assistance dogs (GD and MAD) (n = 412). Overall,

there was no significant difference between the two breeds (Wald test, p = 0.72, Z = -0.35) with

respect to the overall success rate to become a fully trained assistance dog. A detailed assess-

ment of the potential reasons for rejection also did not reveal significant differences between

the two breeds for any of the main reasons for rejection (orthopaedic (p = 0.96, Z = 0.04) and

behaviour (p = 0.65, Z = 0.45)) or for specific orthopaedic diseases (HD (p = 0.23, Z = 1.19),

ED (p = 0.46, Z = -0.74)).

Comparison of orthopaedic screening methods and associated success rates

In the early days of assistance dog production and training, only radiography was available for

elbow screening while CT has become far more widespread in the latter years. When these two

screening methods were compared, it was clear that the probability of failure was far lower

with radiography compared to CT (p = 0.01) (Fig 2). In hip joints, a similar trend was noted.

Hip joints were evaluated with a VD radiograph, combined with a laxity based technique

(PennHip or Vezonni Modified Badertscher distension device technique) in the more recently

screened dogs.[15,16] If we looked again at the comparison, less hips were rejected with the

conventional VD radiograph compared to a laxity based technique (p = 0.04) (Fig 2).

Discussion

Based on our results, it is clear that the rejection rate of assistance dogs originating from the

general dog population is substantial and has a high financial impact. With a rejection rate of

40 percent, only three out of five dogs complete training successfully and become accepted.

Whereas, to our knowledge, no literature is available on assistance dog organizations without a

breeding program, rejection rates have been published for some organizations with a breeding

program. For example, a study which included five guide and service dog organizations in the

USA reported a success rate of 30 to 50 percent.[17] Bray et al (2019) reported a success rate of

43 percent over 13 years in an American organization with different types of assistance dogs,

after exclusion for medical reasons and the breeders necessary to maintain a breeding pro-

gram.[18] At first, this might seem a surprising result as more dogs are rejected than in our

study. However, a possible explanation for this higher rejection rate could be a more strict

screening protocol within organizations with a breeding program, in combination with higher

standards for inclusion of a dog in training and earlier rejection due to the availability of larger

numbers of puppies at the start. Where these organizations can actually be very stringent in
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which dog to select for training, obtaining puppies can be very difficult for organizations with-

out a breeding program, especially if they are small. It has been reported to us that even releas-

ing one or several puppies can have huge consequences for the functioning of these

organizations. This might lead to maintaining less suitable dogs in training and even graduat-

ing them. Where this might result in a higher number of dogs rejected in their actual working

phase, we cannot assess this as this data is not available to us. Overall, it is however clear that

rejection rates are substantial.

Overall, the main reasons for rejection are related to orthopaedic disorders (which are pre-

dominantly HD and ED) and behaviour. Orthopedically, it is no surprise that both HD and

ED account for the majority of rejections. A reason for this high rejection rate due to orthopae-

dic disorders could be that GR and LR are particularly susceptible to ED and HD.[19,20] ADA

however prefer to work with these breeds because of their gentle character, medium stature,

trainability and friendly appearance which aids in social interactions.

In terms of behaviour, the high number of rejections might be more surprising at first sight

as all puppies that are purchased, are first screened using a behaviour test, in an attempt to pre-

dict suitability as an assistance dog.[14] Despite this early screening, 17 percent of the dogs are

still rejected for behavioural issues. There are several possible explanations for this. First, scien-

tists have argued and demonstrated that the predictive value of behaviour tests at such a young

age is limited, with an additional problem being the lack of test standardization, which was

also found in this study.[21–26] Second, performing pre-acquisition screening does not pre-

vent a puppy’s behaviour from being modified by subsequent experiences, which will occur

Fig 2. Canine hip dysplasia (CHD) and canine elbow dysplasia (CED), stratified by screening method. VD:

standard hip-extended ventrodorsal radiograph, L: laxity-based radiographical technique, RX: radiograph, CT:

computed tomography, � and ˚: significant difference (p� 0.05) between both parameters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0218339.g002
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mainly during the host family phase.[25] Although respondents in the survey indicated that

obedience is a very important characteristic of a good assistance dog, our results suggest that

many dogs have difficulties coping with human society, being insecure/anxious or even show-

ing aggression. According to many studies, anxiety and aggression are also two of the most

common behavioural issues in the general pet dog population, although it is not possible to

compare the absolute percentages of occurrence, due to differences in definitions and sam-

pling methods.[27,28] Our data indicate that evaluating behavioural functionality should have

priority when screening assistance dogs prior to acquisition or during training. This means

checking whether puppies are able to cope with contexts where humans are present and with

benign human actions, as well as with other stimuli present in a human environment (e.g. spe-

cific sounds). If a puppy is anxious in contexts with human presence and fearful of human

actions that may or may not be directed towards it, this may indicate that it will not be a suit-

able working companion. In addition, when a puppy was able to cope during the test, this

should still be interpreted with caution as it pertains to the response at that specific point in

time. Given the possible influence of environmental factors, more emphasis should also be

placed on a careful examination of the puppy socialization program during the host family

phase.[29]

It is important to ensure that exposure to social and nonsocial stimuli occurs at an intensity

that is pleasant (or at least neutral, depending on the desired result), or that the puppy has con-

trol over the stimulus in case the intensity is too high, in order to avoid undesirable learning

processes taking place.[30]

As GR and LR are used most often, a direct comparison of these two breeds might reveal

breed-specific susceptibilities and, as such, one of the breeds might be more optimal for assis-

tance dogs usage. However, for none of the comparisons, the breeds differed significantly. A

study by Duffy and Serpell (2012) could also not demonstrate a difference between LR and GR

during estimation of the temperament in young guide- and service dogs done by a C-BARQ

evaluation.[31] As such, based on this study and our results, we have insufficient evidence to

preferentially select either of the two.

The same population did however reveal an interesting effect of the screening method used

to diagnose ED and HD. Over the years, the standard methods for orthopaedic screening went

through a striking evolution. Formerly, screening for ED was done by radiography, whereas

CT is now used far more often. Taking into account that CT has a higher sensitivity to detect

skeletal abnormalities, the higher rejection rate for screening performed with this technique is

in agreement with expectations.[32] A similar trend was found for HD, even though HD

screening was always performed with radiographs. The main difference for HD is that hip

joint screening used to be based on a VD radiograph alone, while in the more recent years, an

additional laxity view was added.[15,16] Since the screening of assistance dogs is always per-

formed in young dogs, the majority of dogs will not have developed secondary osteoarthrosis

at the moment of screening, while it is also known that this VD radiograph also underperforms

when it comes to diagnosing laxity.[33] As such, it is to be expected that adding stress tech-

niques that allow an accurate diagnosis of laxity will lead to an increased detection of dogs

with HD.[34] What should be stressed is that the selection of which diagnostic technique was

preferably used for the detection of ED and HD was solely based on the availability of the

equipment and knowledge and not related to or changed in case of suspicion of the presence

an orthopaedic disease. As such, and in agreement with previous literature, it seems to be

reconfirmed that modern techniques as CT and stress radiographs have a higher sensitivity to

detect certain orthopaedic disorders.

Rejection of a dog to become an assistance dog is always a well-considered and often a diffi-

cult decision based on the combination of all medical information and the behaviour. For
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example, not every dog with radiographic signs of HD will develop lameness in the future.

[35,36] With this in mind, it explains why it is very difficult to make the decision to reject or

accept dogs with a grade C on a VD radiograph. Luckily, in these cases, the additional laxity

based techniques can facilitate the final conclusion, together with the results for elbow screen-

ing and behaviour. However, an additional long-term follow-up study to investigate how

many of the dogs rejected for orthopaedic issues effectively develop lameness throughout life,

might provide a more clear picture on which cut-offs are to be employed.

Based on the findings in this study and a comparison with several highly successful pro-

grams worldwide, we see several options to improve the cost-efficiency and reduce the number

of rejected dogs. A detailed evaluation demonstrated that the estimated cost increases with

every life phase. Especially the training phase is very expensive as this phase is characterized by

fulltime training of each individual dog by training staff. A recent financial calculation from

Guide Dogs UK is comparable at the level of which life phases are most expensive, although

the total cost to train a GD is estimated to be even higher.[37] Due to the huge difference in

estimated cost up until the orthopaedic screening phase (4109 euro) versus up until the end of

the training phase (21710 euro), it is clear that one possible option to reduce the costs of

rejected dogs is earlier release of dogs from the training program. As behaviour is the predomi-

nant cause of rejection during the training phase, this practically means that standardized

behavioural screening at a suitable age, in combination with an appropriate socialization pro-

gram during the host family phase should have the largest effect. [38,39] Many assistance dog

schools have already attempted to develop validated behaviour tests during the juvenile phase

of assistance dogs to predict training outcome and temperament.[18,31,40–44] Implementing

these tests into the Belgian program for behavioural screening could possibly lead to earlier

detection of behaviour related problems and rejection of unsuitable dogs before the onset of

the expensive training phase, if outcome can be accurately predicted.

Changing the breed choice of dogs might also have some effect. Some guide dog schools

around the world favor working with GR x LR cross breeds, since they observed a higher train-

ing success and reduced withdrawals for orthopaedic disorders.[45,46] Additionally, cross

breeds tended to be more likely to have longer healthy lives than purebreds.[31,46,47] Conse-

quently, introducing cross breeds into the Belgian population of assistance dogs could be bene-

ficial to lower the amount of rejections, on both orthopaedic and behavioural level.

There is however a third approach possible if the reasons for rejection are evaluated. Both

the orthopaedic disorders (HD and ED) and several behavioural characteristics have been

shown to have a genetic basis. [35,48,49] A breeding program could be a possible solution to

lower the high amount of rejections in the future. Existing programs already demonstrated

worldwide that this genetic selection can be the key to select suitable dogs for the job as assis-

tance dog.[50,51] In more detail, it has for example been demonstrated that 10 generations suf-

fice to get initial hip dysplasia prevalences of 40 to 50 percent to zero. [52] To achieve this

genetic progress, a subset of the population of the dogs is selected to be used in breeding pro-

grams and this selection can be done based on genomic prediction or estimated breeding val-

ues.[53,54] In these breeding programs, other screening criteria can be added when necessary

(for example, screening for heart disorders, ophthalmologic screening and genetic tests).

Whereas these breeding programs can be a valuable tool, it is however important to emphasize

at the same time that they are expensive to implement and maintain and also require a consid-

erable background in quantitative genetics. Furthermore, given the published rejections rates

mentioned earlier on, it seems that a direct consequence of having a breeding program is not

necessarily lower rejection rates, but more stringent selection criterions.

Overall, there are two limitations in this study. Whereas the main aim was to provide a gen-

eral overview, it is clear that there are individual differences between the organizations. Given
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the actual size of these organizations, it is however difficult to compare them individually. Fur-

thermore, it is also clear that thresholds used by the different organizations to reject a dog, can

vary. This is especially the case for behavioural characteristics, but also the outcome of some

medical screenings can be interpreted subjectively. Even at the level of breeds, behavioural

expectations at can differ, leading to different thresholds between breeds as well. It might be

interesting for future studies to focus on these individual differences, both at the level of the

criteria and rejection rates, while at the same time, the development and implementation of

standardized criteria might be an interesting area of research.

Conclusion

Overall, we conclude that the rejection rate of purchased puppies before matching with a dis-

abled person is high. Only 60 percent of the puppies selected by Belgian organizations actually

become an assistance dog. With an average cost of 10524 euro per rejected dog, the subsequent

financial loss is substantial. The main reasons for rejection are related to behaviour and ortho-

paedic disorders. Insecurity and/or anxiety were mainly reported as the behavioural reasons

for rejection, while during musculoskeletal screening, HD was the most common reason, fol-

lowed by ED. While the causes of these high rejection rates seem diverse, we suggest several

approaches that can be used individually or combined to improve the success rates.
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